
Contact centres you can manage 
Managing call volumes is always a challenge. Our contact centre 
solutions, Liberty Converse and Liberty Connect, offer IVR, call 
routing, voicemail and bring everything into one feed. Plus, they 
are available on both CPE and Cloud.

Bringing things together 
Tackling calls and contact from a number of channels including 
social media, becomes ever challenging. With features such as 
chatbot and web assistant, our omni-channel contact centre 
platforms Liberty Connect and Converse, ease the struggle 
and support remote or flexible working as well as enable mass 
messaging.

Clearing with the cloud
Clearing Day – the busiest day on the phones all year! Our 
contact centre solutions are able to deliver all year around and 
then expand to accommodate for your clearing contact centre 
requirements. 

Pressure to streamline processes
Higher Education establishments are under pressure to streamline 
their solutions, plug gaps and provide student portals. Legacy 
solutions can be expensive, cumbersome and with little 
integration. Liberty Create, our low-code solution, solves these 
problems fast, providing a one-stop-shop and front-end portal. 

Education
Managing your call volumes, streamlining your solutions, 
expanding for clearing 

Liberty Converse
An omnichannel contact centre solution built 
with the customer in mind. Polish your customer 
experience and amplify agent performance. 

- See everything from one screen – incoming 
calls, performance, what customers are saying

- Unified channels (E.g. WhatsApp, email, SMS,  
chatbots) all in one feed

- Ready-made responses for tricky situations
- Call in supervisor help when needed
- Build dashboards and report on what matters
- Keep an eye on quality and set up SLAs 

Liberty Connect
Our omnichannel messaging solution lets you 
connect your favourite business tools to almost 
any communications platform, WhatsApp, 
Facebook Messenger, Twitter DM and more. 

- Seamless interface connecting with all the tools 
you work with

- Web Assistant allowing response in the moment 
and ready-made responses

- Customer interactions in one thread
- Access the latest platforms, instantly
- Chatbots to automate conversations and

interactions
 - Go with the flow and adapt as you build
- Chat 2.0 lets customers drop in and out of

conversation

Liberty Create
Accelerate your app development with our low-code 
software for business users and developers. 
Innovators have one system to improve processes 
and build better customer experiences. 

- Covers the entire app life-cycle from design to
sign off and tracking

- Anyone can use the drag and drop build studio 
- Devs can access more complex applications
- Blistering speed allowing 10 times faster build 
- Go with the flow and adapt as you build
- Dashboard and report creation 
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“Netcall successfully helped 
us to develop and implement 
a new system that other 
companies in the industry had 
said couldn’t be done!”

Lindsey White, Student Recruitment Manager, 
Sheffield Hallam University



37% increase in number 
of calls answered
Less than 10 seconds 
waiting time
15% more offers made 
92% lower abandonment 
rate
3x more agents on the 
front line
Great student experience 
and feedback
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Talk to us.

Contact us today for a demo visit
netcall.com

Or call us on 033 0333 6100 and say 
“Transforming Engagement”

Bringing down waiting times
Netcall’s hosted solution, Liberty Converse, enables 
increased inbound lines and improved infrastructure 
capacity for the Clearing period at universities across 
the UK. The solution is fully scalable option and a cost 
effective solution.

Working with Universities
Over 50% of Russell Group Universities trust Netcall 

(Top 24 Research Universities)

Increased offers made during clearing
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Effectively increased agent capacity

Previously, phone lines were used to both 
queue and answer calls which limited call 
answering availability. With Netcall’s solution, 
the resilience and scalability of the hosted calls 
meant that all available phone lines could be 
used to answer calls. It amounted to a 37% 
increase in the number of calls answered. 

Caller experience was transformed.  Clearing 
was much more manageable for staff to handle 
all calls and manage the peaks. The university 
was able to fill a massive 15% more places on 
courses for the academic year due to the faster, 
more effective management of Clearing calls.  


